Title word cross-reference

#10 [Loo75]. #11 [WR79]. #2 [BH72a, Cam72, Hea72c, Tut73]. #3 [Fit73, Fit74c]. #4 [Bar73, Fit73, GJ74]. #5 [Cam73]. #6 [HJ74, McC73, Sta74]. #7 [CMR74, FMW74, GJY75a, JG74]. #8 [CMR74, FMW74, GJY75a, JG74]. #9 [Kah75].

[2, 4, 4] [Sha15b], (C^n+1) [Gae99], 1/π [Wan13]. 1/π2 [Alm11]. 16 [DS15, DSS15]. 2 [GZ05b, Gol91]. 2W [Mur00]. 3 [GZ05b, Myl05, NO91, Sha15b]. 3/2 [Fri74]. 5 [vHK12]. 2F1 [vHK12, vH14]. 2m [Cam72, Sun73]. arccoth [CDJW00]. mod p [Tro82]. C1 [JSS03], C^m×n [Din09]. D [Rue05, Tsa00], δ [NS18a], F [BHMM13]. F4 [iL15]. GF(q) [Vil98]. GL(nR) [Bro09]. i [LC19]. J1 [Gol91]. k [Bar15]. L [GR08, Zwi84]. λ [Fla88]. ↔ [Alv00]. P3 [HM99]. n [BC02, Fit74b, GHL15, KHS1, WL08]. ω [FGHR12]. P [WGD82, Mor99, Sla91, Tro82, Vol95, Yum74]. p^n [Vol95]. Q [Yas08, Zim97, BDM13, CX08, CDM15, Ghe10, Sho15]. Q(4; q); for q = 5, 7 [DHS04]. Rn [IP11]. S [Zim97]. sin^2 x + cos^2 x = 1 [Fat85b]. Symm P_m [Gae99]. W [Din09, MS16a, MW18, SFG13, SFGZ14, LLG08]. X [DGG15, She10]. Y [She10]. y(3) + ay' + by = 0, a, b ∈ C[x]
\[ y e^y = x \quad [Gos98]. \]

\[ y e^y = x \quad [Gos98]. \]

\[ Z(x) = x \quad [SO09, Zwi84]. \]

\[ Z(x)/(x^2 - 2x) \quad [MMSY15]. \]

\[ \text{-adic} \quad [Mor99, Yun74, Vol95, WGD82]. \]

\[ \text{-adically} \quad [Fla88]. \]

\[ \text{-characteristic} \quad [MW18]. \]

\[ \text{-deformed} \quad [CDM15]. \]

\[ \text{-equivariant} \quad [GK16]. \]

\[ \text{-graded} \quad [HL10]. \]

\[ \text{-Gröbner} \quad [LLG08]. \]

\[ \text{-groups} \quad [NO91, Sla91]. \]

\[ \text{-ideal} \quad [Tsa00]. \]

\[ \text{-integral} \quad [Zim97]. \]

\[ \text{-invariants} \quad [She10]. \]

\[ \text{-LLL} \quad [NS18a]. \]

\[ \text{-modular} \quad [Gol91]. \]

\[ \text{-modules} \quad [Rue05]. \]

\[ \text{-polynomials} \quad [GR08]. \]

\[ \text{-problem} \quad [Sun73]. \]

\[ \text{-simple} \quad [Bar15]. \]

\[ \text{-stue} \quad [BDM13]. \]

\[ \text{-type} \quad [vHI14]. \]

\[ \text{-Weierstrass} \quad [Sho10]. \]

\[ \text{-WZ} \quad [CX08]. \]

\[ \text{A&M} \quad [Sch02]. \]

\[ \text{-hypergeometric} \quad [CDS99]. \]

\[ \text{A.} \quad [LeS70]. \]

\[ \text{AAECC} \quad [Mor89, Ano01a, Mio88]. \]

\[ \text{AAECC-14} \quad [Ano01a]. \]

\[ \text{AAECC-6} \quad [Mor89]. \]

\[ \text{abelian} \quad [CTKR99]. \]

\[ \text{abelian} \quad [Lab15b, WSW13, GGSR99]. \]

\[ \text{Abell} \quad [Cor96a]. \]

\[ \text{abnormal} \quad [Joh75]. \]

\[ \text{Abramov} \quad [Rei02]. \]

\[ \text{\url{www.orcca.on.ca/sca2002}} \quad [Rei02]. \]

\[ '05 \quad [Kau05]. \]

\[ 1 \quad [CMR74, Ver75]. \]

\[ 1.0 \quad [GPS97]. \]

\[ 10th \quad [Ano08a, Mad92]. \]

\[ 130 \quad [LM08]. \]

\[ 14 \quad [Ano01a, MP10]. \]

\[ 14-15 \quad [Sun73]. \]

\[ 17 \quad [ECTB + 14, MP12, Pos13]. \]

\[ 1968 \quad [Col69]. \]

\[ 1969 \quad [Mos70b]. \]

\[ 1974 \quad [Jen74a]. \]

\[ 1978 \quad [Gak79, Wan78d]. \]

\[ 1981 \quad [Wan81]. \]

\[ 1992 \quad [Mad92]. \]

\[ 1994 \quad [Hon94]. \]

\[ 1998 \quad [LR98]. \]

\[ 1999 \quad [LR98]. \]

\[ 2 \quad [KP97, Lan86, Loo72b, MF83, Rod84]. \]

\[ 2-8849-113-9 \quad [Qu97]. \]

\[ 2-8849-114-7 \quad [Qu97]. \]

\[ 2000 \quad [Ano99c, Ano99e, Ano99d, Ano99b, Ano99g]. \]

\[ 2002 \quad [Ano01b, Ano01c, BBS + 02, Bue03, Dav03, Gim03, Sch02, Sit02b]. \]

\[ 2005 \quad [Ajw05]. \]

\[ 2006 \quad [Tra06]. \]

\[ 2008 \quad [Ano08a]. \]

\[ 2009 \quad [Hea09]. \]

\[ 2010 \quad [Ano10a, Ano10d, Ano10g, Ano10f]. \]

\[ 2011 \quad [Fit12, JCMG11b, KZ11, May11]. \]

\[ 2012 \quad [Ano12, KRR12, SS12b]. \]

\[ 2013 \quad [Kal13, Roc13]. \]

\[ 2014 \quad [Ano14a]. \]

\[ 2015 \quad [Ano13a, IS16, Kal15, LW16]. \]

\[ 2017 \quad [Ano17a, Lic17]. \]

\[ 23rd \quad [DMP \textsuperscript{+} 02, tW99]. \]

\[ 3 \quad [GVR04]. \]

\[ 3-540-67733-X \quad [GVR04]. \]

\[ 360 \quad [Jen79a, Kau82]. \]

\[ 4 \quad [DP15]. \]

\[ 40th \quad [Eng15]. \]

\[ 4th \quad [Ano99b]. \]

\[ 5 \quad [AB15]. \]

\[ 5.2.2 \quad [AB17]. \]

\[ 6th \quad [RVMH11]. \]

\[ 60th \quad [Ano99f, Mor89]. \]

\[ 70th \quad [Ano99a, Ano99i]. \]

\[ 7th \quad [Jen74a]. \]

\[ 76 \quad [Jen76]. \]

\[ 79 \quad [Ng79]. \]

\[ 7th \quad [Cha90]. \]

\[ 80 \quad [Sho82, Sto80]. \]

\[ 8th \quad [KZ11]. \]

\[ 81 \quad [Wan81]. \]

\[ 83 \quad [Ano82a]. \]

\[ 85 \quad [Zas84]. \]

\[ 86 \quad [Cha86]. \]

\[ 88 \quad [Gia88, Gia89]. \]

\[ 89 \quad [Gon89, ISS89]. \]

\[ 8th \quad [Cha91, Kot02]. \]

\[ 90 \quad [WN90]. \]

\[ 91 \quad [Wat91]. \]

\[ 92 \quad [Wan92, St098]. \]

\[ 94 \quad [ACM94, Hon94, ISS94, Nod96a]. \]

\[ 95 \quad [Ley95, Ano95b]. \]

\[ 96 \quad [Ley95d, CL96, Lak96, Ano95c, Ano95f, DL96, Emi96, Hon96a]. \]

\[ 97 \quad [Cha96a, Hon96c, Tec98, Sto98, Cha96b, Enc97a, Enc97b, Hon96b, Wes96]. \]

\[ 978 \quad [DP15]. \]

\[ 978-981-270-942-4 \quad [DP15]. \]

\[ 98 \quad [LR98, Wei97, CW98]. \]

\[ 978-981-270-942-8 \quad [DP15]. \]

\[ 99 \quad [Ano98, HKS99, Jef98b, Kal98, RL98, Zim98a, Zim98b, Ber99b]. \]
[CHL14]. Abramowitz [CDJW00].

Absolute
[CEGW08, BCG09, Cap86a, Sto76, Sut18].

absolute-value [Sto76]. Abstract
[Bar10a, Bul10, CvHL10a, FvH10, Fon08, GRT10, Ley10, Man10, Mat10, MJF+10, Rad10, Sau10, WB83, YS10, vH10, AsW08, Alm11, AP08, AM08, Ben08d, BM08, Bur08, CX08, DK98, DSJL08, Doe08, Eba05, Edo08, Elk08, GR08, G208, GMGE08, HL08, Iba08, Ill08, Iwa08, Jai08, Jon08, JM08, Ke08, LW08, LM08, Lew08, LLG08, MGR+08, MS08, Nov08, Pet08, Pri08, Pud08, QH08, Ri08, RG08, Sch08a, Sed08, SCWL08, Tha08, Thi08, Tsi08, VJ08, WL08, Wat08, Wis84, Wo08b, Yas08, YK08, ZT08, Ze08, Zho08].

abstraction [Pur80].

Abstracts
[AB84, Abd84, Ano82b, Ano95a, Ano00a, Ano00b, Ano00c, Ano00d, Ano01a, Ano10b, Ano10c, Ano14a, Ano17b, Ber99b, CCA13b, CCA14a, CCA14b, CCA14c, CCA14d, CCA15, Enc97b, Gie08a, Gin03, HKS09, HP18, IS16, Joh10, Joh11a, Joh11b, Joh12a, Joh12b, Joh12c, Joh12d, Joh13b, Kak98, KZ11, LR98, Loo77b, Loo77d, Men16, Mon01, Nod96b, RVMH11, Rob01, Roc13, Sau81a, Sit06, Ter11, Tho09, Tun17, Wan78a, Wan78b, Wan79a, Zie15, Zim99, Zim00, CCA13a, Ajw05, Cap03, GKL07, Hit07, KV04, KZ06, May11, SS12b, Sit02b, SVZ06, Wan06a, Wan06b, Wan80c, Wan80b, Loo77c].

ACA [RL98, Hon96a, Koo02, Wes96].

ACA'2000 [Ano99f].

Academia [Ano17c]. academic [sG06]. Accelerating [Zim18].

acceleration [Lew08]. accepted [Ano10d].

access [O'B91]. According [CDJW00, Zim76]. accuracy [Sha05].

Accurate [JGB12, McN04, Nag04].

accurately [SK10]. achieved [SK00].

ACM [Gon89, Jen76, Wan81, Ano95f, Ano13b, Gie08b, Ore84, ISS89].


adic [Mor99, WGD82, Yun74, Vol95]. adically [Tro82]. ADIL [Fat14]. Admissible [Kre88, Wei87].

Advanced [Kou09, dQ78]. Affine [BM08]. AG [Joy05a]. against [LM08]. aged [DP16]. AI [Gie92]. aided [Emi15, Lou84, Thi00a]. Aldes [Bun83].

Alexandros [Ano14a].

Alexandros-Stavros [Ano14a]. ALG [Kli74]. Algebra

[Ajw05, Ano95a, Ano95c, Ano99a, Ano99f, Ano99h, Ano99i, Ano99j, Ano00a, Ano00b, Ano00c, Ano00d, Ano01a, Ano10a, Ano10b, Ano10c, Ano14a, Ano17b, Ber99b, CCA13b, CCA14a, CCA14b, CCA14c, CCA14d, CCA15, Enc97b, Gie08a, Gin03, HKS09, HP18, IS16, Joh10, Joh11a, Joh11b, Joh12a, Joh12b, Joh12c, Joh12d, Joh13b, Kak98, KZ11, LR98, Loo77b, Loo77d, Men16, Mon01, Nod96b, RVMH11, Rob01, Roc13, Sau81a, Sit06, Ter11, Tho09, Tun17, Wan78a, Wan78b, Wan79a, Zie15, Zim99, Zim00, CCA13a, Ajw05, Cap03, GKL07, Hit07, KV04, KZ06, May11, SS12b, Sit02b, SVZ06, Wan06a, Wan06b, Wan80c, Wan80b, Loo77c].

ACM [Gon89, Jen76, Wan81, Ano95f, Ano13b, Gie08b, Ore84, ISS89].
...
Antiquantization [SS17].
Antitranslator [Kry84]. ANTS [KV04].
any [HW75]. Apertools [Zen08]. Apéry
[BB96]. Apéry-like [BB96]. APL [Hoh88].
Apollonius [TE05]. appearing [Wol08a].
Application [BC81, FG99, LPA15, Okn97,
PHS1, Shir9, Fat15, Fel75a, FCW13, Lrm15,
NP88, PDF00, Sae10, Wan91].
Applications [Ano99f, BMK98, DSJL08,
Gro95a, Kow97, Mon01, Pon87,
Rec97, RL98, Rob01, SIO0, TO97, WRL99,
w99, BGLH+10, Ber99b, BW98b, BRRT08,
CL11, Dur15, Gm03, H193, How70, Kuo92,
Lud99, Pob01, Spe08, SVZ06, Tec11,
Tsi08, Wan80c, Zho15, Zhe15].
Applied [Ano95f, Ano01a, Fra80, Gon88,
Lin98a, Lin98b, Mor89].
Approach [Bar10b, BKSS10, Ebe83, Kou09,
MCP15, MCP21, Por09, Rad10, Sik05].
Approaches [Col09, EV05, Xie07, ZTMK11].
Approximate [BD14, CKW03, Nag08, SST+97,
SS97, S09, SW06, Sae06, Fas06, KS97,
Nag12, Nag17, RSS15, Ter10, Ter13, Tri84b,
UML2, Zen08].
Approximation [Pop97, Sak97, EV05, Pop00,
SS13]. April [HKS99, Sit06]. Arb [Jho13a]. arbitrary
[Ben08a, Pur80]. Archimedes
[Loo75, Loo77e]. Architectures [Vio13].
archive [Bee98]. arctangent [MM89].
argument [Row81]. Arising
[Cor00, Bhr05, Cam73, Raj80]. Arithmetic
[KPS99, Mur14, Web09, Yau91, Jol13a,
Jol74, JdM12, LRD+10, LMR08, Mat10,
MBS15, Pob80]. arrangement
[FGVC15]. Art [RSSU79, Zhe08]. article
[MBK18]. Articles [Lef98a, Lob96].
artificially [CPU11]. ary [Mur00]. ASCM
[Ano03]. ASCM’2000 [Ano99b]. Asian
[Ano99b, Ano03, w99]. Asir [ISO9, SIS07].
AskConstants [Sto17]. aspect [Pre15a].
aspects [Kan76, MY74, Saa10]. assessment
[AsW08]. associated [APS15, GKM16].
Association [Ano99f]. associative [BS15].
Asymptotic [SF13, dQ77b, Sal91, dQ77a].
asymptotically [GK88]. asymptotics
[FS97, Ral11]. Atkinson [But92]. attack
[Duj08, Iwa08, LM08]. Attempts
[Sht77a]. attraction [Dem12]. August
[Ano99c, Ano99d, BBS+02, Glo98a, Jen74a,
Jen76, LR98, Sen03, Tra00, Wan81, WN90].
Austria [BW98b, Htu94, Ano99h].
Austrian [AF84]. Author [Loo77e].
authoring [LW08, Men03]. Automata
[Ada96]. Automated
[CCR00, Gie08b, Pei87a]. Automatic
[Arn81, Cam75, Cor00, De99, EJP+01,
MGR+08, Sto76, ABK+16, DS10a, DS10b,
Gat85, HP67, LD11, Saa11, Ver74, vdR73].
automatically [Fat03b]. automating
[CW72]. Automorphisms [Ksi15].
Available [Bah77, Sau80]. avoiding
[Pud08, Ren82, Zhe02]. award
[Kal13, Kal15, Ano17a, Gie08b]. Axiom
[CG+04, Dal02, Joy08, Pag07].
B [Bro03, Bro04]. B. [Abr03]. Background
[Ab98, Abr03, Abr09]. Backward
[Nag12]. Balanced [MX09]. ball [Joh13a].
Barcelona [Mon01]. Barker [BKM07].
base [Iwa05]. Based
[FH96, MZ97, AsW08, Alv00, Bas01, BS15,
CL87, CMS10, CK03, Ed13, EF15, FIS16,
GMRT+15, HKN10, Jen77, KSS11, KDN18,
LW08, Li09, MCP15, MG15, Pea84, PW03,
San18, SIW15, Thi03b, Zhe15, Zhu15, di82].
Bases
[Buc91, BW98a, GS95, GB97, GLGVT20,
HNT14, Li92, Mon93b, Oka97, Sat97,
Sch91b, Win97, Win98, BW98b, CC08,
Cor96d, Dah12, DPFD15, FSS15, G1K6,
GHK18, GSGZ15, HZ15, Iso9, Jis06, Lev15a,
LLG08, Mon99, MA08, MW18, Pob81, RZ11,
Sal12, SK10, Saa00, Suz09, WW11, ZK11,
Zhu13, BB80, Buc76a, Ebe83, KB78]. Basic
[CCM+14, Kot01, Mon99, CCM+16]. Basis
[McG04, Buc76b, CLZ08, Ede13, EF15,
Fas06, FGVC15, GL13, Liu15, MC95, MSV08, Nag12, Ren15, Shi17, Sit89, Ste08, Ste00, SLW15, Tam15, Zho08, vdHL18.

Collaborative [Min15]. collection [Mae87b]. Collins [Ano17d]. Colloquium [Bai02]. collusion [GMRT+15]. collusion-resistant [GMRT+15]. colored [BM08]. Columbia [Ano98, Jef98b]. Column [Vol96, Vol97b, Vol97c, Dav83, Vol97a]. Combinat [Mae87b]. Combinatorial [Lab15c, Spe08, Tha08, ZT08]. Combinators [Kri84]. Comment [BH72a, Fat98, Sch88]. Commentary [FBOS88]. Comments [Fat85a, Gaw79, Mac89, Tri84a, Ebe83, Sit89]. Committee [Kal96, Wat98a]. common [BCLS11, Gen99, Glo89b, HM13, MY74, Sce08, FL91, Yan91]. Communicated [Ano14a]. communication [BKK905]. Commutative [GGSR99, GVR04, GPS97, Ste06, Abb04, ABCR07, BLH10, Hei15, Lev10, MR84, Rod84, Stu10]. commutativity [DI91], commutator [Gla91]. Commuting [NOT18, Lab87]. Compact [Cam76]. compactly [Sto11]. comparative [Kil78]. Comparing [Fat03a, Lew08, FN73]. Comparison [HEW+14, LW99, Lew00, CJ88, KA99, McN04, NM13, NW83, Sm73]. compartmental [BCCR80], compatible [DMMC15], compatibly [DRR18]. Complementary [DR101], complete [Akr80a, BGM10, Cap86a]. completely [Mad15a]. Completeness [Fe98]. Completing [Zwi84]. completion [FR18, RSV02, Win84]. Complex [Asl96, Bel83, Emi15, HMS10, Ren82, Too15, Zho82]. complexes [ES10a, Ron09]. Complexity [BM98, CMS10, Mio84, BK12, CE77, CMX10, DSM+05, FSS15, GKK8, Illo8, KN87, LMS12, Man77, vH10, GRT10]. components [AM16]. Component [Dir00]. components [BSS15]. composability [The10a]. composition [LLG08]. compositionality [SK00]. comprehensible [Sht77b]. Comprehensive [CJS18, Bul10, FIS16, Man10, Zho15, Zhu15]. compression [YS10]. Computation [ACM94, Ano98, Ano99c, Ano99d, Bro93, Cha86, CHJ+97, CDM15, Enc97a, FG99, Ghe14, Glo89a, Gou98, Hon94, IMS08, Jef98b, Jen76, KF99, KN98, LR98, Pak96, Lev95, LZ05, Mor02, Neu69, Pop98, Rei00, Rei02, ISS89, NSS94, SHS96, SST+97, SS98, Sen03, Stu10, Sut18, Tra06, Wan81, WN90, Wat91, Wat98b, AA+16, AHC15, Ano91b, Bar03, Bar08, BV86, Bib84, BGJ11, BCLS11, BCLA82, Buc84, CL96, CC72, CGG83, CKW03, Din09, ES10b, Fat84, Fat99, Fer75a, Fer74, FIS16, G787, Gia88, Gia98, GRT10, GL13, Gle86, GTL18, Gra87, Gri78, GJY78, Gri79, HL+17, Har00, HJS13, HHS12, HHS10, How70, Hue84, KN00, KS97, KOP11, KOP12, Kri84, Lac92, LL18, Leg84, Lic84, Ll04, Mio74, Mor10, Neu80, Ng79, Nor82, Pos81]. Computation [RZ11, The10a, The10b, Sat00, SVZ06, Vas99, Vor80, Wan89, Wan76b, ZL13, Zho07, Zho88, vd84, vHLM+11, vHLM18, Ano95d, Cap03, Cha96a, Do99, Eng15, Gui01, Gut04, Hon96c, KW97, Kau05, Kic07, Mou01, SB07, SW97, Tra06, Vol97c, Wan92]. Computational [Ano95a, Ano99k, BK98, GVR04, H888, Illo8, MPW97, MY74, Rei02, Sha03, van80, Arn87, FT15, Hei13, MID11, SS05, FT13]. Computations [BM98, EG96, Sto07, Abb04, ABCR07, ACS92, AY16, Arn10, Bos84, Cam76, CM76, Ebe16, EF15, G580, KS16, LS03, LN76, MK96, SS09, Sit89, Ts08, UM12, Zho15, Zhu15]. Compute [dQ77b, He15, HM13, Mor99, dQ77a]. Computer [Ajw05, Ano95c, Ano99a, Ano99b, Ano99f, Ano99h, Ano99i, Ano00a, Ano00b, An00c, An00d, An01c, An03, Ano10a, Ano14a, Asl96, Ayd15, Bar02, BU93a, BU93b,
BCLA82, Buc02, Cal74, CCR00, CC72, CGG++, Coo97, Cor01b, DS97, DMP++, GPS97, Gro95a, Ham14, HKS99, IS16, Kak98, Kal98, Kot02, Kot08, Kre01, sL17, Lic17, Lob07, May11, Mon01, Nor80, Qui97, Rec97, RL98, Rob01, RSSRV98, Roc13, Sen90, SS12b, SH09, Sit02a, Sit02b, SVV95, Ste81, Sto79, To97, Tha08, WRL99, ZT08, dR90, Abd84, ACS92, AS16, Akr80a, Akr80b, AS99, Ano10b, Ano10c, Ano17b, Ban08, Ber99b, Cal84, CL87, CR84, CJ88, Cor99a, DP15, Ebn86, CCA13b, CCA14a, CCA14b, CCA14c, CCA14d, CCA15, Emil15, Far15, Fat81].

computer [FP89, Fat96, Fat15, FSH02, GL10, Gim03, GPS08, HK08, HP18, JN04, Joh10, Joh11b, Joh12a, Joh12b, Joh12c, Joh12d, Joh13b, Joy08, Joy09b, JCMG11a, KS94, Kre88, LW16, Las84, LS03, LW99, Lew00, Loo74, Lou84, Men16, Min15, MRS84, Nod96b, Pag07, Pea84, Pec07, Ple69, Ric09, Roa08, Sta10, Sto80, Sto84, Sto11, Sto13a, SS07, Ter11, Thi00a, Thi00b, Tif15, Too15, Tri84a, Tun17, Wan80c, Wan80b, Win84, Xue15, Zie15, Zip84, di 82, CCA13a].

computer-aided [Emi15, Lou84].

computer-based [Pea84].

Computers [Ano99f, Fel77, CP88, FB70, Ste81, di 82].

Computing [AMORH15, AKM16, Ano99f, Ano99j, Arr15, BG90, Ber99a, Bou15, BDD++, BRK++, CG11, CDL++, CLZ08, CM83, Dal01, Edo08, EMT08, FGVC15, GR08, Gen99, HV98, HNT14, Hub00, IVV99, JM18, JS06, Kau03, LT18, LM16, Le01, MQB08, Nie84, NMS97, Rec99, Ren15, Ren17, RS91, SK10, Suz09, US06, Ver75, Vol98, Web96, Wei15, YK08, AM10b, Bar15, BK12, Be83, BGG15, Ber99e, Bla14, Bro74, Bro03, Bro04, Cav75, Ele15, Gen71, Gre15, HI93, HZ15, JGB12, Jua15, KEl15, KKM18, LM12, LMS12, LMF12, Man11, Mon11, Nab07, Rai11, Sal12, Sed08, Ste00, Sut17, Wan89, Znu04].

concept [Pri08, WS83].

Concurrent [Wil92].

Conditioning [Mon93b].

conditions [Par15].

Conference [Ano91a, Ano99f, Ano09, BW98b, Gro95a, Kot02, Mor89, Pad02, RL98, WRL99, tW99, AS16, ARS17, Loo77a, Wan79b, Gie08a].

Conferences [JK02, RVMH11].

configurations [Myl05].

conflict [TE05].

Conformal [JT91].

Congress [Ano84].

congruences [Ara15, Rad10].

Congruent [Zim84a].

Conjectural [Joy05a].

conjecture [BKG18].

conjectures [Com18, Tha08, ZT08].

conjugacy [BHMM13, JR91].

conjugated [Ber06].

conjugates [BvM06, Mig77].

connected [Kor77].

Connectivity [IP11, QH08].

conservative [NOT18].

considerations [Eng87, HKN10].

constant [FG03, Grö90, Grö10].

constants [CP78, Wan89].

Constraint [Sat07, BK04].

constraints [YA07].

Construct [Bar91].

constructible [CLM++, Ul06].

ConstructibleSetTools [CML++].

Constructing [FPS16, Roy91, Ayd15, GK85, Sha05].

Construction [BGG15, Gol06, SI00, CK03, De 99, DGG15, Ina05, KB78, Rag15, San18, SIK05, SI17, Ver74, Xam99].

constructions [Ara15].

Constructive [Ser99, RRRA03].

containing [CHJ14, JRH15].

content [Dav00a, Koh00, MSP05].

context [Fri70, Var15].

context-free [Fri70].

continuation [Ley16, RSV02, Ver10, VY15].

continued [Mur09].

continuing [Lic15].

continuity [CJS18].

continuous [MCJ15].

contraction [Man15b].

contributed [Ano10a].

Contributions [RRRA03].

control [KS03].

controversy [Akr81].

Convergence [SI08].

convergent [Bar89].

conversion [Mio82, SS92].

Converting [Lan86].
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MIMD [RSSR89]. minicomputers [CM76]. minima [Poh81]. Minimal [GB97, Jai08, Le01, Luj11, Sha15a, Bla14, DHO04, HJS13, Mur09, NFIS99, Poh81, YK08].

MiniMaple [KS13]. Minimax [Cor00]. Minimum [GTLN18, Xue15].
minisymposium [CW98]. Minsk [Gak79].
Minutes [Coo96a, Coo96b]. MIRA
[Gaw77]. misdemeanors [Sto12b]. mixture
[LPA15]. MKM [Far04]. MMICS [Kot08],
Mobile [BKKS05]. Modal [BMK98]. Mode
[PH81, AE83, CH85, Jen77, PH83].
mode-based [Jen77]. Model
[DN90, Coo04]. modeler [HYH15].
Modelling [Ada96]. Models
[Bur08, BCCR80, Cas08, Sha15a, Zas84].
Modern [Cor01b]. modes [KSS15].
Modified [Fuc08, AW80]. Modifying
[EGP11]. MODLISP [DJ81]. modpn
[LMRS08]. Modula [KP97]. Modula-2
[KP97]. Modular
[BD14, Hea72b, SHS96, CL09, Ebe83, Gol91,
HLM*+10, MjJ+10, Pre15a, Xie07].
modularity [vdHLM*+11]. module [Teo15].
Modules [CM99, Sor97, CML*+08, Lev15a,
Mau16, Rue05, Zha13]. Modulo
[Vol95, LOW08, MV11]. molecular [Bar89].
moment [WRW17]. Monomial
[Sch91b, BMT99, BGM99, D’A15, Fas06,
GZ05a, GZ08, LLG08, Ron09].
monomialideal.lib [BGLG12]. monomials
[KL16, IL15, Mid13]. monotone [LLT18].
monotonicity [Joy15]. Monsters [EDS00].
Monthly [Gon88]. Montréal [Lev95].
mordor [CJ18]. Moscow [Ano08b, AS16].
Motion [Kou16]. Movers [Dav86]. moving
[BGJ11, Ste81]. MP [BG97]. MPCR
[Bac97]. MR [Min04]. Multi [KSS15,
Sch08a, DMI15, GKH18, MX09, MW17].
multi-cores [MX09]. multi-dimensional
[GKH18]. multi-indices [DMH15].
Multi-parameter [KSS15]. multi-point
[MW17]. Multi-summation [Sch08a].
multicore [CMX10, Via13].
multidimensional [Bos84]. multinomials
[Sto09]. Multiple [Asl96, Com18, GRT10,
OVB15, Ter10, Ter13]. Multiple-Valued
[Asl96]. multiples [BCLS11].
Multiplication
[BD14, CMS10, CM02, DIS10, Fat03a,
Gen71, HHM10, Kli78, MX09, MJ13, MP10].
multiplicative [Rag15]. multiplicities
[Zen04]. Multiprocessors [Web90].
multivalued [JN04]. Multivariable
[MMNR15]. Multivariate [KS92, SS98].
Sto08, BSBC15, CK04, CsL08, CsL09, DD99,
HM13, Ima05, Iva05, KAl82b, Lev15b, MT15,
NS17, NS18b, Pet08, Rai11, SI08, WR73,
Wan75, Wan76a, Wat08, YDH*+15].
MuMath [AF84]. muMATH-80 [Sho82].
Mumford [BGM99]. MuPAD
[HKM*+97, Sor97, Thi08]. muSIMP [Sho82].
muSIMP/muMATH [Sho82]. My
[Fat84]. MZVs [CDM15].
N. [RRRA03]. NAClab [ZL13]. NAG
[BKR*+91]. name [Ste06]. NaNs [Fat99].
NAOMI [Bra98]. national
[Abd84, Las84, Wan78d]. natural [Jeb18].
natural-style [Jeb18]. Nature [Ada96].
Nauka [Gak79]. near [Mig77]. Nearest
[Ste99, Gra05, RC05]. nearring [AY16].
Need [Sto07]. needn’t [CDJW00].
negative [DMH15]. negativity [ME18].
Nemo [DDR18, KD18]. Nemo/Flint
[DDR18]. nested [Raa15, Sh77a].
NETFORM [Sm74, SvH81]. Network
[Man15a, DSJL08]. networks
[Bin87b, BFR*+18, EV05, Wan91]. neural
[EV05, Wan91]. newsletter [Loo77d].
Newton [Jal99, LS16, NOT18, Pér99,
Ren17, SN97, SS13, Tri84b]. Newton-like
[SS13]. Nielsen [Mac89]. Nielsen [Dal101].
Nikos [Ano14a]. NIL [Pur80]. nilpotency
dCS99]. Nishidate [Ada96]. No
[Lau77, Ghe10, RS75]. Noda [SK16].
Noether [BGLGMM18, Jen15].
Nominating [Wat98a]. nominations
[Ano13e]. Non
[Hea72b, Lev10, Mau16, Sat97, BS15, Bal84,
CM15, CMPS10, CPS11, Fat72b, Fri74,
Gae99, GR08, Hei15, Jef10, JdM12, KKM15,
Lab87, ME18, Moe99, Raa11, Rod84, Sh77a,
Sto17, Stu10, WSW13]. non-abelian [WSW13]. non-algebraic [KKM15].
non-associative [BS15].
Non-commutative [Lev10, Hei15, Rod84, Stu10].
non-commuting [Lab87]. non-floats [Sto17]. non-free [Mau16].
non-hyperelliptic [GR08]. non-invertible [Jef10].
non-Liouville [Raa11]. Non-Modular [Hea72b]. non-negativity [ME18].
non-numeric [CPS11]. Non-numerical [Sat97, Bal84, Fri74]. non-rational [Fat72b].
non-standard [CM15]. non-zeros [Moe99]. Nonassociative [CP88].
noncommutative [LT18, LS03, Lev15a]. nondimensional [Hir78].
Nonexistence [Ghe14, Li92]. Nonlinear [Ber98b, Oku97, Qui97, KKM18, Nat92, Rag15, Tsa98].
non-Laurent [Lab87]. noninvertible [Jef10].
nonnegative [ME18]. nonnumeric [FB70]. Normal [tW99, DI91, ES10b].
numbers [Mur10, SS12a, SS12b, SS12c, SS12d, SS12e, SS12f, SS12g, SS12h, SS12i, SS12j, SS12k, SS12l, SS12m, SS12n, SS12o, SS12p, SS12q, SS12r, SS12s, SS12t, SS12u, SS12v, SS12w, SS12x, SS12y, SS12z].
numbers [Mur10, SS12a, SS12b, SS12c, SS12d, SS12e, SS12f, SS12g, SS12h, SS12i, SS12j, SS12k, SS12l, SS12m, SS12n, SS12o, SS12p, SS12q, SS12r, SS12s, SS12t, SS12u, SS12v, SS12w, SS12x, SS12y, SS12z].
number [Abr00, MPW97, Mon93b, Ano99a, Ano99b, Ano00a, Ano00b, Ano00c, Ano00d, Bal84, BK14, Din09, EDS00, Ged99, MZ97, Mon93b, DGS16, DGK04, Fri74, Ili08, KS03, Ley10, MM89, Sat97, ZL13].
Numerically [Bat13, Dec14].
numericals [DGK04]. Numerics [SFGZ14]. Nyström [Cam73].
O [Gak79]. Objects [MP14, Bet13, Nal07, Nie84]. oblivious [Sal12, YS10]. obtain [SS09]. octahedra [Cov15].
OG [McG04]. OMDoc [Koh00].
OMEGA [Xam99]. One [Sun73, BM15, BvzGG+01, Coo97, CJ18, CS18, Bra98].
one-algorithm [Sun73]. one-time [BM15].
only [AsW08, Alm11, AP08, AM08, Bar10a, Ben08b, BM08, Bul10, Burr08, CvHL10a, CX08, DSJL08, Doo08, Ebe08, Ed008, Elk08, FvH10, Fon08, GR08, GZ08, GRT10, GMGE08, HL08, Iba08, Ill08, Iwa08, Jia08, Jon08, JM08, Kel08, LW08, LM08, Lew08, Ley10, LLG08, Man10, Mat10, MGR+08, MS08, MJF+10, Nov08, Pet08, Pri08, Pud08, QH08, Rad10, Rie08, RG08, Sa010, Sch08a, Sed08, SCW08, Th08, Thi08, Tsi08, VJ08, WL08, Wat08, Wav08, Yas08, YS10, YK08, ZT08, Zho08, vH10].
Ontario [Ano99a, Ano99b, Ano00a, Ano00b, Ano00c, Ano00d, Mou01, Rei02, Cha86, Wat98b].
Open [Cor99a, Dal02, DMP+02, Joy08, Joy09b, JCMG11a, Gaw79, Joy09a, Lic11, Mio82, Pag07]. OpenAxiom [LD11]. OpenMath [Bra98, ADS96, Alv00, Car00, Dav00b, Dav00a, Dew00a, Dew00b, Koh00, PDP00, SK00, Tri00].
operator [Rag15].
Operators [AB14, AB19, Ber06, BCLS11, BRR08, CH85, GHL15, GSGZ15, KRR10, LLL18, SW06, She07, Tsa98].
opportunities [KO13]. optics [KSS15].
Optimal [Gen71, Pop90, SV99].
Optimisation [PH81]. Optimization
[Bin87b, DIS10, HHS12, HP67, TJO3].
Optimizer [SVH81]. optimizing [CK04].
Optimum [OVB15]. Option [Kal82a].
Orbiter [Bet13]. orchestration [The10b].
Order [Ree91, Ree92, vHI14, Arr15, Bar15, Ben08a, Cla69, DS15, DSS15, FG03, GL13, MGR+08, MS16b, MS18, MBKP18, Ng611, Per15, Sàn17, Sch16, Sha05, SW06, Zho08, Ree92].

ordered [AV99]. Ordering
[HEW+14, FGHR12, Sit89]. Orderings
[Sch91b, Kre88].

Oregon [ISS89, Gon89]. OREM [BRRT08].
oriente [CL09, Jar12, Glo98b, Jar15, LM12, Mid11].

ordered [AV99]. Ordering
[HEW+14, FGHR12, Sit89]. Orderings
[Sch91b, Kre88].

Oregon [ISS89, Gon89]. OREM [BRRT08].

Oregon [ISS89, Gon89]. OREM [BRRT08].
QD [Sch83]. QEPCAD
[Arn10, Bro03, Bro04]. QRGCD [NM13].
Quadratic [Abb14, SV10, YDH+15].
quantization [Por09].
Quantum [Dal01, Ele15, DGG15, Lau15, Roa08, YDH+15, KS14].
quasi [AM16, CM15, CDM15].
quasi-componenets [AM16].
quasi-polynomials [CM15]. quasi-shuffle [CDM15].
QUASIS [Sch16].
quaternionic [Liu15].
queries [IP11].
query [DX07].
quest [vdHLM+11].
Question [ABK+16, Gro99, Lee10].
Questions [Bea15].
Quite [CJ92].
Quote [KS92, CsL08, Fas06, MMNR15].
Quotient [KS92, CsL08, Fas06, MMNR15].
re [JRH15].
re-writing [JRH15]. Real
[AM16, DK98, GK85, Mai99, Run77, Abb14, Akr78, ÁS99, Arn81, Cap86a, CMX10, CDL+11, CGL05, CM83, Col74, FIS16, Ghe86, MBS15, SS11, Tsi16, Ver75, YA07].
RealCertify [ME18]. Realization [KO83].
Really [KO83, AM08]. realm [Ste81].
rearranging [Fat03b]. Reasoning
[Bar08, ABK+16, Gro99, Lee10].
recombination [Bre05]. Reconstructing [CSL10]. reconstruction [DSJL08, FCW13, WGD82].
Recovering [Gut15]. recovery [BM15].
Rectangular [CJ97]. Recurrence
[SVV95, Bar03, CC83, CvHL10a, CvHL10b, MS16b, MS18, RT88, Ver74].
Recoveries [Bac97, AZ91, Pet08].
recurrant [HMS18].
Recursive [AGR13, Kem81, AM10b, Gae99].
REDLOG [DS97].
reduce [MSV08, Poh81]. reducible [Ber06].
Reducing [KS16, SS09]. Reduction
[CHL14, AB19, BCCL10, Buc76b, BRRT08, Kal82b, Kuec82, Mad15b, Sti83, Tra15, WRW17, vdHL18]. reductions [WB83].
Rees [DA15]. references [AKr80a].
refinement [Abb14]. Refiner [HC97].
reflections [Jen79a]. region [Dem12].
regular [AKM16, AM16, MV11].
RegularChains
[CML+08, CDL+11, LMX05, Maz15].
regularity [AM10a, BGM99]. regulators [Jai08]. Related [Fel77, WB95, Har00, Nab07, Ple69, Rad10, Teo15]. Relation
Relations [SVV95, CC83, CvHL10a, Gra91, LOW08, Ver74];
relationship [CK03], relative [HZ15];
relatives [Sto76], Relativistic [How70];
relativity [Coh74, Kra83, Mac89];
Relaxed [SY14];
Relaxing [GL13].

relevant [Mio84];
reliability [dCW09];
reliable [LTdD+10];
Remainder [SS97, Jar12, Joh75, Yun74].

remark [ABD85, Akr80a, Akr80b];
Remembering [Wol13].

removing [vTG03];
Renschuch [Abr03].

reparameterization [SV99];
replacement [HK05];
Reply [Fat73a].

repository [WBD12];
representation [Ba12, CDM15, Emi15, Gae99, JM98, Kli74, Wee74];
Representing [MP14, Soi97, Wis84];
reprint [Hea69].

Research [Ano00a, Ano00b, Ano00c, Ano00d, Emi15, Ham14, Liu15, Vol98, tW99, Ano91b, Far15, Far04, GMM87, Joy09a, sL17, Ter11, Vol97c].

residue [DPFD15, IMSS08, KKM15, KKM18];
residues [Norb92].

resistant [GMRT+15], resisting [Tam15];
resolution [Pei87a];
resolutions [BGLGMM18, Gal15].

Response [LeS70];
result [KS14].

Result [SS98, CK03, DD99, LPA15, LYG12, Min04].

Resultants [McC97, LMS12, Lew08, RZ11, Rue10].

results [AB19, CMPS10, Huf15, SS09, Teo15, Tri84b].

Retreat [Mad92].

Review [Ber96, BY02, Buc03, Cet96, Cor01b, Da01, DP15, Dav03, Dec14, Gak79, GVR04, Hei13, Lob96, Qui97, Ano79].

Reviewed [Jef98a].

Reviewing [CJ18, LC19, NM13], revolutionary [Fra80].

rewriting [GSGZ15, KS16, Kuc82, SS09a].

Rex [McG84].

Riccati [KYA08].

Richard [Ano17a, Qui97, Ano13e, CCG+04, JCMG11b, Vol13].

Ridge [Pad02].

Riemann [BB96, CJ98, MCJ15].

right [Glo98b].

RIMS [Nod96a, Ter11].

ring [Liu15, Per99, San91].

rings [BLH10, CM15, DSS15, DPFD15, HL10, IMSS08, MMNR15, OS16, Teo15].

Rioja [Rob01].

Risa [IS09, SS07].

Risa/Asir [IS09, SS07].

RISC [Vol96, Vol97b].

RISC-Linz [Vol96, Vol97b].

risk [Dav03].

Ritz [Mio74].

RLISP [Kry84].

Robbiano [GVR04].

Robust [Man11, NS18b, Fas06, Ke00].

Rocquencourt [Vol97c].

Romania [Ano08a].

Rome [Gia88, Gia89, Mor99].

Root [CL11, DK98, EV05, Akr78, CMI10, DPQ15, Gra05, Hei70, Mur10, Pan05, Rum77, Tsi16, Uga12].

root-finding [Pan05, Uga12].

Roots [Vol95, Web96, Abb14, Cav75, Fit74b, JM04, KYA08, ST02, Sas04, Zen04].

Rosser [Win84].

Rostock [Glo98a, LR98, Wei97].

Rota [GSGZ15].

Rotating [van80, Rim84].

rotation [Fri74, KM87].

Rounding [CPS11], routines [CL09, HP67, SLW15].

Row [AB19].

Royal [Jen74a].

RSA [Duj08, Jon08].

RUBI [JRH15].

Rubik [KM87].

Rule [DR01].

Rules [Bue90, Raa15].

Runge [Cam73].

Running [Kal82a].

Russia [BBS+02, Ano99f, Ano08b].

RWCA’00 [Ano99h].

SAC [Ano95f, CMR74, Hor72, Lan86, Ver75].

SAC-1 [CMR74, Ver75, Hor72].

SAC-2
[LOW08, Sto13b, Fat72b]. simply [CJ18].

Simulation [Ano99f]. Simulations [HC97].
sine [Mai99]. sine-polynomials [Mai99].
single [FN75]. Singular [KN98, SI00, Iwa05, ViI98, GPS08, LS03, GPS97, Lev10].
singularities [GK16, Nor82, vHK12].
Singular [GPS97, SIK05]. singularly [Mai99].
Sixth [Ano99f, Ano99g, Ano03, Mon01]. size [BD14, DHS04, Fre15, MJ13].
sized [Nor79]. skeletons [Ksi15, Per15].
skew [Ayd15, CL15, HL10, LOW08, Man15a].
slice [Rou09]. SLIP [HP67, SS68]. slow [KS81].
slowly [Bar89]. SLV [Tsi16].
Small [BI91b, Dav00b, Dav12, KO83, BiI91a, DIS10, Du08, Ebe16, NY03, ST02]. smaller [Bah69, Sto80].
Smallest [Mur14]. Smith [Con90].
SNAP [CW98, Emi96, Nag07]. Snowbird [Wan81].
Society [Abd84, Sit06]. softcover [Qui97].
Software [DDK+11, Dir00, Mon11, Nie70, Sor97, Ano10a, HSW89, Hea09, HKS17, Joy09a, KRR12, Rai11, The10a, Tsi16, Xie07, Zen08].

solitary [Rag15]. soliton
[CHH+99, CHH+99]. Solution
[AB14, Bah75a, Cor00, FMW74, GK85, GCG83, Har77, Hea72c, KAA99, Loo77e, Mor87, Nor78, Rim84, RT88, Sam71, Sta74, SCWL08, ViI98, Wan16, Zip75, vDR73]. Solutions
[Ghe14, Izu14, Tec98, Mon93b, Nor75a, vHI14, CP12, CDL+11, FG03, Ghe10, Gos98, Ill08, LH15, LMF12, Mad15a, MS18, Ng011, Par15, Rag15, SS12a, Ste10, Tro97, Wil84, vHK12]. Solvability [SS10]. solve
[BCCR80, Fat96, Lew04, Mio82, MT15].

Solved [WR79]. Solver
[Sat97, Wil01, Cha81, WSW13]. Solvers
[Ber96, L109]. Solving [BK04, BJS06, BiK14, Buc91, CVHL10b, CHJ+97, Dec14, HC97, JdM12, Laz01, Mae87a, MK96, MP11, MC95, Pet08, Roa08, SASG99, SIK14, Sch02, Ste96, Bat13, Bul10, CHH+99, Fat73b, FBS88, GH08, GM109, GK88, HMSP18, Kot01, Lab87, Ley10, Mio99, MGR+08, Mio74, Pan05, Pea84, Sch16, TMV18, Tri11, Wol05, Wol08a, Xia07, Xia07, Xue15, YA07, Yun73, ZK11, Zho07, CVHL10a, FvH10].

Some [Bar91, BKR+91, Buc91, Buc76a, CHJ14, Dur15, Ebe83, HKS17, Huf15, Hv83, KS94, Kan76, Kor77, Kiuc82, Nam80, Neu80, PR15, Sit89, Tho08, vHVH87, AS99, Bar89, Bel83, Ber98b, D‘A15, GGDr+15, Gra91, Joy05a, Lev15a, NO91, Sar15]. sometimes [Fat96]. Sommese [Dec14]. Son [Kmn75]. Sonata [AY16]. Source [Dal02, DMP+02, Joy08, Joy09a, JCMG11a, Pag07].

Southern [Ano99a, Ano99i, Ano00c, Ano00d]. Space [CGKZ05a, CGKZ05b, AHM15, Atk99, KHS1].
Space-efficient [CGKZ05a, CGKZ05b].

Spaces [AB14, RS91]. Spain [Gut04, Mon01, RL98, Rob91]. Spanish
[Mon01, Rob91, Ber99b, Gin03]. Sparse
[Bak93, CsL08, EK12, FSS15, GLS97, GR16, HNT14, HNRS18, Johl4, LYG12, MP10, SIK14, vdHL14, AGR13, CsL09, CsL10, CsL18, Ebe16, Fat03a, HMM10, HM13, JM10, Kll78, Man77, MT15, MW17, NS17, NS18b, PM07, Row81, Vi198, WSW13, WCF12].

sparest [GRT10]. sparsity [CHS16].

spatial [Lee10]. Special
[Dew00b, Gra91, KW97, Mon96, Piq89, Piq90, SB97, SW96, SW97, vH75, Joy09a, Mos69, Ore84, Piq90, Rei02, Sit06, SPA+99, Sta10, Win84, Ano95a]. Specialization
[GLGTVZ00, Mon09, Rue15]. specific
[SC17]. Speed [FP89, Bah73b, Fat03a]. speed-up [Bah73b]. Speeding [FH96].

sphere [MCJ15]. spin [Fri74]. Spinning
[Tot15]. Spinor [Lac92]. SPIRAL
[MJF+10]. SPIRAL-generated [MJF+10]. spline [JSS03]. split [Doe08, Sha15b].
AE83, ÁAB+16, Bar08, Bel83, Ben08a, Ber99c, BGJ70, BKS510, BJG11, BCCR80, BFR+18, BCLAS2, BuC84, CL96]. **symbolic** [Car03, Cha81, CGG83, Col69, CM02, Coo04, Din09, EhB86, EB70, ES10b, Fat84, FBOS88, Fat15, Fel75a, FS97, Fuc08, Gen71, Gra87, Gri79, HI93, HYH15, HLS84, How70, Hue84, Jen77, KO13, Kan76, KPR16, KA99, Koh10, Kri84, Lac92, Leg84, Lic15, Lic84, Llo84, LMF12, Mio74, NP88, NS17, RSV02, Sho82, SS17, Sto79, Tec11, Vor80, Wan76b, Wan80c, Wan85b, vH84, vHLM+11, Ano84, BU93a, BU93b, Gia89, KRR12, Ng79, Rei02]. **Symbolic-algebraic** [She07]. **Symbolic-Numeric** [SW97, CsL09, Hod11, SVZ06, vH84]. **Symbolically** [BB96, SASG99, Xie07]. **SymbolicData** [Gra18]. **SymGrid** [The10b]. **SymGrid-Par** [The10b]. **Symmetric** [KS14, CP12, FPS16, Gae99, GMRT+15, JGB12, SS68]. **Symmetry** [AHM15, symplectic] [Gra91]. **Symposium** [ACP94, Ano95d, Ano95f, Ano98, Ano99c, Ano99e, Ano99d, Ano99b, Ano99a, Ano03, Ano08a, Bro93, CL96, Cap93, Cha86, Cha96a, Doo99, Enc97a, En915, Gia88, Gia99, Gi901, Glo98a, Gon99, Gut94, Hon94, Hon96c, Je98b, Jen76, Kau05, Ki97, LP98, Lek96, Lev95, Mor02, Mou01, Ng79, Rei00, ISS89, ISS94, Sen03, Tra06, Tra00, Wan81, Wan92, WN90, Wat91, KV04]. **Sympy** [JCMG11a]. **Symmac** [Cha86, Wan81, Jen76]. **synergy** [Ore84]. **SyNRAC** [FIS16, YA07]. **Syntheses** [CC83]. **SYMPAC** [di 82]. **System** [BK14, Dav00b, Fw98, GKB5, GPS97, KO83, Mon93b, Pop77, SV95, Sj05, Ste96, TPC97, Yan91, dR90, ASW88, Ås99, Arn10, Bah69, BS74, BGJ11, Bro04, Bul10, CL87, CGG83, Cla90, Eng75, Far15, GL10, GK84, GCG83, GK88, GPS80, Grö10, HK08, HLS84, JPC91, Jen70, Jen77, KS81, Kli74, Kot01, KR85b, LaP72, LW08, LPR99, LS03, Li09, Lou84, Man10, MGR+08, Meu03, Moe78, Mor87, NP88, Pag07, Rim84, Roa08, Rod84, SS11, SS12a, SH90, SW06, Sho82, Str74, Tro97, Wil84, Xue15, Zho15, Zhu15, dCW90, di 82, KP97]. **Systems** [Ano84, BNN14, BuC91, Cal01, Dec14, Ger98, GL97, GS97, Laz01, SIK14, Sch02, dQ77b, dR90, BK04, Ban08, Bar10a, BPS12, Bar15, Bat13, Bos84, BJS06, Bou15, CL96, CDL+11, CK03, CJS88, DM15, Dav12, EKG90, Fat81, Fat87, FPS9, Fat96, Fat15, FIS16, Gae99, GJM09, GSGZ15, HI93, IT12, Joy08, Joy09b, JCMG11a, KS03, Kon09, Kre88, KKM15, KKM18, Lab15a, Laz80, LW99, Lew00, Ley10, Llo84, LM12, Mac89, Mad15b, Mad15a, MK96, Man10, MP91, MS16b, MS18, Min15, NOT18, Nat92, Pon88a, Port9, RV90, RV91, S09, S10, Ste10, Sun73, Sun74, SS07, TMV18, Tif15, Tri11, Vil84, Wol05, Wol08a, WSW13, Xia07, Xie07, Yum07, dQ77a, dT84]. **syzygies** [Ter13, Wal89]. **T** [CHJ14]. **Table** [JK02, Pig90, P090]. **tableaux** [CP88]. **Tables** [Gak79, Nor80, DI91]. **taking** [Fit74b]. **Talks** [An00a, An00c, An00d, HKS99, Ano10a]. **tangent** [JRH15]. **tangents** [Dav82b]. **tarow** [SK16]. **taxonomy** [GJY78, Neu80]. **Taylor** [Kal93a, Wil84, van80, vdR73]. **Teaching** [tW99, Bu84, CR84, Wan76b]. **Technical** [Vol96, Vol97b, Vol97c, Vol97a, MGR+08, Whi78]. **technique** [SS68]. **Techniques** [Jeb18, PH81, CL11, DIS10, Lew08, Ren15, Ric09, Zho07]. **Technologies** [Pad02]. **Technology** [Gle92, Jen74a, tW99, GG+R+15, Sit06]. **Tehnikha** [Gak79]. **Telescop** [Le01]. **telescopers** [BCCL10]. **Telescoping** [CHL14, BCCL10]. **Temperley** [Kil16]. **tensor** [JM98]. **term** [JRH15, Kre88, Kue82, Sit89, Sit83]. **term-ordering** [Sit89]. **termination**
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